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WEIGHTED WEAK TYPE     ESTIMATES FOR SINGULAR
INTEGRALS AND LITTLEWOOD PALEY FUNCTIONS
Dashan Fan and Shuichi Sato
Abstract  We prove some weighted weak type     inequalities for certain singular
integrals and LittlewoodPaley functions
  Introduction
Let K be a locally integrable function on R
n




K x dx   for all a  b such that   a  b
We assume that n    We consider a singular integral operator which can be
dened by














  the space of innitely dierentiable functions with compact
support Dene 　　















Also put for t     	
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Let L logL S
n











x  max logx    x  
 log

   Then the following is known













  Then T is of weak type     
This is due to Seeger 	  see also Tao 	
 SeegerTao 	 for further devel











the result was previously proved by ChristRubio de Francia 	  see also Christ









 for some q  
For a nonnegative function  on S
n




















 for s  






















if s  t
Let w be a measurable
 almost everywhere positive function on R
n
 We call such
w a weight function We denote by L
p
 w  p   the space of all measurable func


























w  fx  R
n




w x dx In 	
 Vargas proved the following when n    see
also 	
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 and w  A


 it is noted in FanSato





 which follows from Theorem B when
n   Here A
p
denotes the weight class of Muckenhoupt
In this note we generalize Theorem B to the case of general convolution kernels
 not necessarily homogeneous on R
n
for all n   
Theorem  Suppose the following













 t dtt  for some   q  
  w  A

 
Let s  t  u   
     r    Then there exists a constant C depending only on n
r q s t u 
 and the A

constant for w such that
sup
 
w  fx  R
n



































Recall that w  A
p




















where the supremum is taken over all cubes Q  R
n
and this supremum is called
the A
p
constant for w When q   in Theorem 


















 f for q  
 by Theorem  we have the
following





























Theorem  Suppose the following




 for some   r  






















for some      	
  w  A

 
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constant for w such that
sup
 
w  fx  R
n








































with   L

satises




and   
Remark   For any q  	  








 by Holders inequality we have







































 if w x  jxj
	

 n  n q    






 then by taking s  t  u and 	 suciently close to  we see that
W  x  cjxj
	


















































for   s  u   and w  A

 For any weight function v
 put w  M

 v for
  	  If M

 v is nite ae
 then w  A

and so w  A

  We shall use this







































 v if u  	
 Theorem B follows from this when n  
To prove Theorems  and 
 we use the following L

estimates
Theorem  Suppose the following













 t dtt  for some   q  
  w  A

 
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Let s  t    Then there exists a constant C depending only on n r q s t and
the A






























Theorem  Suppose the following























  w  A

 
　Let s  t    Then there exists a constant C depending only on n r s t and
the A








































 x dx  
















































 we can dene 

 t by usual modication Let













Then we have the following
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Theorem  Suppose the following














 for some 
  













 t dtt  for some   q   











































As Theorem  implies Corollary 
 we easily see that Theorem  implies the
following
















  q    Then g







Theorem  Suppose the following














 for some 
  











for some      	 










































In Theorems  and 
 the assumption w  A

is not needed
 unlike in Theorems
 and 
Remark   In Theorem 
 if we further assume that V  L
p
for some p  
 then











 for n n p    
Remark   From the proofs of Theorems  and  below











is of weak type      the case when w  
To prove Theorems  and 
 we use the following L

estimates
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Theorem  Suppose the following









 for some   r   




































where Z denotes the set of integers and fc
k





























This implies that g













 jxj     






  d    and 
E
denotes the characteristic







 f is known as the Marcinkiewicz











for k  
and c
k














  r  
 it is easy to see that we can apply Theorem  to get results for 

 f
We refer to DinFanPan 	 and FanSato 	 for recent results for the Marcinkiewicz
integrals In particular
 in 	 the weak     boundedness of 

is proved under
the assumption   L logL
We shall give the proofs of Theorems  and  in Section  by applying the method
of DuoandikoetxeaRubio de Francia 	 We shall give the proofs of Theorems
 and  in Sections  and 
 respectively The principal part of the proofs of
Theorems  and  is based on the estimates obtained by Seeger 	
 which are
crucial for the proof of Theorem A Also we use a variant of the interpolation









d estimates  i     was used in 	 To prove Theorems
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 and  by using Seegers results














 where   p
i
 This method
has been already used in FanSato 	 see 	 for more details Theorem  will be
proved in Section  Finally
 we shall prove Theorems  and  in Section  by using
the results given in FanSato 	
 Proofs of Theorems  and 
We consider a kernel of the form K x  t
n
h t t   with x  t






























We x  and write  t    

 t We assume that 































For q  s   
 put
























f the Fourier transform of f 
Lemma  Suppose that E  q  s   and I
s













where c depends only on the dimension n 
To prove this
 we apply the method of 	 We give the proof for the sake of
completeness
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Proof of Lemma   We may assume that E  q  s   and I
s
 h   by homo
geneity Dene a measure 
t
















where we write 
t
































































































































where the rst inequality follows from Holders inequality





















































































































































Combinig   and  
 we get  
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Now we give the proof of Theorem  Let   C

 R be such that  x   





 x dx   Let   C

 R be such that supp  






t   for all t 	 



































































































































































































jxjK x If w  A

















































   r   r
On the other hand































































































































 satisfying     for   jj  
 supp   f  jj  g
For any      
 choose  small enough to satisfy     
   Then
 for a











































































for w in  
 we see that
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Similarly




















































































































Combining   and  
 we get the conclusion of Theorem 





























































































































f as in the proof of Theorem  This completes
the proof of Theorem 
 Proof of Theorem  






we have a collection fQg of nonoverlapping closed dyadic cubes and functions g  b
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such that















































for j  Z
 where  Q
denotes the sidelength of Q



























 f  S
n

























































 for some 
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Taking  and  small enough and interpolating between   and   by a variant
of the method of Vargas 	


































   See FanSato 	 for












































































































































































































































   and  
 we have
  w  fx  R
n





































 for more details about this argument We can handle T  g by
Theorem  as follows
w  fx  R
n











































































































 Combining this estimate with  
and  
 we get the conclusion of Theorem 
 Proof of Theorem 
We use notation similar to that of Section  We apply the Calder!onZygmund
decomposition with   A




































































































































































Interpolating between   and   as in Section 
 by taking  small enough
 we





























with some    depending on  and 


































































































































































































   and   we can treat T  b as in the proof of Theorem  by choosing
a suitable exceptional set E For the estimation of T  g we use Theorem  in the
same way as we used Theorem  in the proof of Theorem  This completes the
proof
 Proof of Theorem 






















for u   
































































































































On the other hand
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     r


























































for all       Substituting w


























































































































 Proofs of Theorems  and 




 f  S
n





where s is a positive integer We write x  u
 u   
   S
n
and  u   u  
Put 
s
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We use the Calder!onZygmund decomposition with   A






















uniformly in   S
n
 Thus
 taking 	 small enough



















































































 where j  j
H





























































































































Using the estimates obtained by interpolating between   and  
 taking 	
small enough
 as in the proof of Theorem  we have





















































































   V  
D
s
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Thus
















































































































































   and   we can treat g


 b as in the proof of Theorem  by choosing
a suitable exceptional set E To estimate g


 g we apply Theorem 


































This completes the proof of Theorem 
Next we turn to the proof of Theorem  Decompose
L
j


















































































are as above We use the Calder!onZygmund decomposition also with
  A
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The rest of the proof is similar to the case of Theorem  This completes the proof
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